
LabPrints software offers a complete and seamless solution to the professional  
photographer’s workflow. Find out how our storefronts and software solution 
will make your life easier! Plus, use your preferred lab for complete control.

www.labprints.com

Merging photos just got better...

Introducing the LP Image Aligner from LabPrints



Previously exclusive to the 

medical imaging and defense 

industries... NOW available to 

LabPrints users!

 
LP Image Aligner, powered by i2Align, is  

one of the industry’s most sophisticated image  

processing tools. Innovative and powerful,  

increase your field of view in minutes! 

It Doesn’t Matter: 
 
-  Shoot without a tripod
-  Shoot L to R, R to L, up and down
-  Use any lens

Pricing:
$89 Introductory Price

So easy! Take your overlapping photos--plug into the LP Image Aligner and create  
a beautiful SINGLE image. 

LP Image Aligner is unlike any application you have ever used. Create panos,  
montages, high definition, high dynamic range or wide angle imagery. LP  
Image Aligner makes it easy with image recognition & registration technology  
so advanced--it’s automatic.

More than automatic, LP Image Aligner is intuitively flexible, recognizing  
differences and combining similarities--even if the images were taken from  
different cameras, different sensors, of varying resolution, in different modalities, 
at different distances, and at different times.

Utilizing technology used by NASA, the LP Image Aligner is the NEW industry leader 
when it comes to image merging. You will not find a better or easier solution! 

And, of course it is seamlessly integrated with all LabPrints software and services. 
Just another way to save time and increase sales...with Labprints!

How It Works: 

Contact Sales at LabPrints  |  sales@labprints.com or 1-877-233-4951, ext. 316

Why You Need It: 

    Create stunning album panoramas without risking image distortion 
       - interior ceremony photos
       - wedding party and family groups
       - creative couple portrait composites 

    Offer incredible gallery wraps to your customers
     
    No need for fish eye lens to capture super wide field of view 

    Senior portrait composites 

    Dramatic scenic landscape photos 

LabPrints  •  130 Remsen Street, Suite 202  •  Cohoes, NY 12047 
877-233-4951  •  518-274-3931  •  www.labprints.com


